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Chapter 1

Introduction

In this thesis, we evaluate a novel interaction technique created for mobile augmented reality. We
look at a free-hand gesture-based technique to create new virtual objects or manipulate existing
ones. To create gestures a pen is used. The camera of a device captures a frame to locate the pen
within. A drawn gesture has to be evaluated to determine whether it corresponds to any of the
implemented ones. When a correctly drawn gesture is recognized, the proper corresponding action
will be executed. A possible implementation of our interaction technique is shown in a proof-of-
concept game.

The main goal of this thesis is as follows:

Evaluate the feasibility and usability of free-hand gestures for mobile augmented real-
ity interaction.

For the first part of this goal, evaluating the feasibility, we have to verify whether the interaction
technique can be created and in which manner. To address the second part of our goal, evaluating
the usability, we have to look at possible ways of usage and whether users can learn to interact with
the application using our free-hand gesture-based technique. Since the interaction between user and
application take place in mid-air, we evaluate if users perform better when they are provided with
visualizations of their drawing paths within the application. Further, we evaluate to which extent
it is enjoyable to use our proposed technique. Overall, we will look at the following sub-goals:

• Create a mobile augmented reality system to track a pen and recognize certain gestures.

• Develop an application that allows us to verify the feasibility and usefulness of this interaction
technique.

• Verify and evaluate the proposed application and interaction design via user studies.

Chapter 2 presents our scientific paper which contains the most important details and findings.
Additional details and results are presented in the appendices. Appendix A contains additional
details regarding the developed proof-of-concept game and changes we made based on given feed-
back from the user studies. The setup and results of a pilot study are presented in Appendix B,
followed by additional results from the user study in Appendix C. Finally, Appendix D presents
recommendations for future work and concludes this report.
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Chapter 2

Scientific paper

In this chapter, we present our scientific paper. It outlines the most important results and findings
from this thesis research. In the paper, we describe the development of a proof-of-concept game
that we used to implement our free-hand gesture-based interaction technique. We discuss related
approach from previous work and evaluate our technique in a user study. This work serves as a
basis for a revised version which has been submitted to the International Conference on Intelligent
Technologies for Interactive Entertainment (INTETAIN 2015).
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Free-hand Drawn Gesture-based Augmented Reality
Interaction For Games

Jerry van Angeren
Utrecht University

Information and Computing Sciences
j.vanangeren1@students.uu.nl

Abstract—In this work, we present a novel tracking-based
gesture interaction technique using a tablet’s camera to interact
in an augmented reality setting. We have created a proof-of-
concept game in which transformation or drawing gestures are
used to manipulate existing virtual objects or create new ones
respectively. We evaluate the feasibility and usability of our
technique in a user study with 25 participants. Results show
that users are able to perform the implemented gestures after
having some training and enjoy using our interaction technique.
The performance and subjective data proved the potential of our
interaction technique when used for augmented reality games.

I. INTRODUCTION

Usage of augmented reality (AR) present many opportu-
nities for entertainment. The major influence on the game
experience is based on the used interaction technique. When
a mobile device such as a tablet or smartphone is used to
interact with AR, either the touch screen or the built in camera
is used to track objects [1]. Touch screen interactions are faster
and more accurate compared with tracking-based interaction.
However, in case of an AR board game which combines both
virtual and real board pieces, the interactions between them
are in different locations which leads to different focus. For
example, a real board piece is translated by picking it up and
placing it somewhere else while the touch screen has to be
used for virtual objects.

Using a tracking-based interaction approach could possibly
solve this issue. A hand or pen can be tracked behind the device
on which it is visible. Moving around on the game board to
interact with both real board pieces and virtual ones, instead
of using the touch screen improves the immersion. However,
there are some limitations when a tracking-based approach
is used. Currently, image processing is required which is
computationally heavy as well as less robust and less accurate
compared with usage of the touch screen. These limitations
could result in a lower potential and possibly have a negative
effect on the game experience.

In this paper, we investigate a tracking-based approach
to interact with virtual objects inside an augmented reality
game on a mobile device such as a tablet or smart phone. We
focus on free-hand drawn gestures which are created using
a common pen. Our goal is to evaluate whether users can
handle this interaction technique and whether they enjoy the
game experience using a created proof-of-concept game. In
this game, gestures are used to create or manipulate objects
and are detected from tracked locations, see Fig. 1. When a
gesture is detected, the corresponding action occurs.

The remainder of this paper continues with an overview
of related work in Section II. Section III describes our created
proof-of-concept game. We present the setup of our user study
in Section IV, followed by the results in Section V. Finally,
in Section VI we summarize our major findings, future work
and conclude our work.

Fig. 1: The created augmented reality game with virtual objects
and gesture-based interaction using a colored pen.

II. RELATED WORK

We discuss several tracking approaches used for mobile
interaction. While not all approaches are created specifically
for augmented reality, we focus on their potential usage in this
field.

Most tracking approaches make use of markers, which are
easily detected within a captured image. The markers are used
to obtain the position, orientation and scale of present virtual
objects and to display them correctly [2]. Moving a marker
can lead to a change in the object’s orientation or position.
Another possibility is to attach a marker to a physical object.
The Magic Paddle, for example, is a piece of cardboard with
a marker [3]. Moving the paddle around allows the user to
place or move virtual objects inside the created environment
or delete existing ones from it. Using a marker is typically
robust, but it requires the presence of one or more markers.
Moreover, allowing more complex interactions such as scaling
require additional input modes.

Instead of using a physical object, the hand can also be
used to interact with virtual object as shown in the Tether
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prototype [4]. Their proposed system relies on reflective
markers placed on the user’s hand and head as well as on
the device. Since these markers are tracked inside a motion
capture lab, interactions can be performed both in front of the
device and behind it using finger movements. The markers
on the head are tracked relative to the device to enhance
the displayed realism using correct perspective. Since their
prototype requires all markers, the possible usage is limited
and thus also its potential. A different system, FingARtips
detects markers attached to the fingertips to interact with
AR [5]. However, since it also requires the tracking of markers,
the same limitations are noticeable in this system.

While the use of markers typically leads to robust tracking,
marker-less approaches are more appealing. Lee et al. [6]
present an approach in which the hand is tracked using the
skin-color. Movement of the hand allows interactions with
present virtual objects. Due to using the skin-color and the
required processing, the system became slow and also led to
inaccuracies which reduce the potential of this approach. A
different system combines the touch screen with the device’s
internal sensors [7]. Based on the motions and orientation of
the device, a 3D motion vector is created and applied on the
virtual object to modify it accordingly.

Tracking approaches suggest high potential when the ac-
curacy and speed are good. Another relevant factor is ease
of use and comfort while using the interaction approach,
especially when it is also used for the creation of objects.
Free drawing approaches require tracking of a finger or object
over time. Teddy is a system in which different contours
can be drawn to create new objects or manipulate existing
ones [8]. However, their method seems highly depending on
the used algorithm and does not allow an untrained user to
easily create new objects or manipulate present ones. Since
drawing proved to be difficult, especially in mid-air, a virtual
grid was introduced [9]. While the drawing performance of
straight lines improved, limitations are introduced since round
shapes are not supported.

Instead of drawing shapes directly, it is also possible to
interact with virtual objects using gestures and poses. Vision-
Wand shows such an approach in which gestures and postures
are made using a plastic rod [10]. Based on the detected gesture
or posture, the user is able to move, scale or rotate virtual
objects. Additional interactions are achieved by making use of
a pie-menu in which the user can select the desired action.

An overview of possible techniques to recognize user’s ges-
tures is discussed in a survey which mainly focusses on hand,
arm, body, face and head gestures [11]. Better recognition
results are obtained if the gesture recognition allows rotation,
scale and position invariance. While gestures are commonly
used, performing them in mid-air can introduce discomfort to
the user, based on the duration and location where a certain
gesture has to be performed [12]. For this reason, gestures
need to be intuitive as well as detected fast and robust.

Providing feedback on the performed gesture could help
the user. However, usually there is a lag between performing
and recognizing gestures. To overcome this issue of lag, a
system called Ripples [13] converts this lag into a design
element while using the touch screen. A contact visualization
frameworks provides feedback to the user related to possible

interactions and whether interactions are performed success-
fully. The system showed promising results with less errors
and faster interactions. Based on this, we have included a trace
visualization to provide feedback from the interactions to the
user.

Based on these previous works, we came up with a free-
hand gesture drawing approach in which the user draws 2D
gestures instead of contours. We have developed a game in
which objects can be manipulated and new ones can be created
using different gestures. Since the drawing of objects seems
intuitive using a pen, we make use of pen tracking in our
interaction technique. Since a marker-less approach is more
appealing, we track the tip of a colored pen which is held by
the user.

III. GESTURE-BASED INTERACTION USED FOR CREATING
AND MODIFYING OBJECTS

In this section, we present our created augmented reality
game in which gestures are performed using pen tracking.
Since pen tracking can be used for a variety of applications or
games, the created game should be seen as a proof-of-concept
game to evaluate the interaction approach.

Fig. 2: Screenshot of the created game environment.

A. Pen Tracking

To achieve a robust pen tracking, the color of the used pen
needs to be different from the background. While the specific
color does not matter, we have used a pen with a pink tip in
the remainder of our study.

Performance is important since the pen tracking is per-
formed on a mobile device, in our case a tablet. The device’s
camera is used to capture a frame and depending on the
resolution, we resize it. When the resolution is larger than
640×480, the frame is resized to a size equal or smaller than
this size by decreasing the resolution with the same factor for
both width and height. After resizing, the frame is converted
to the HSV color space. On the hue channel, which encodes
the color, we apply a threshold using predefined minimal and
maximal values. A threshold using minimal values is applied
on the saturation and value channels to make sure that bright
colors are found. In the created binary image, only the tip of
the pen is white and all other parts are black.
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Fig. 3: Transformation gesture (center) which swaps two objects to create a set of three or more objects with the same shape.

To remove potential noise, we apply an erosion on the
binary image. Finally, we search the largest contour and find
the center using central moments. The found location is the
center of the pen tip which will be used as input for the gesture
drawing.

When a location is found in the previous frame, we limit
the tracking to a rectangle around the last found location.
This leads to a reduction of the required processing time and
increases the frame rate with an average of 5 fps. Without
a previous location, 12-50 milliseconds is required for the
different processing steps, depending on the used device.
Combined with all other processing steps, frame rates between
10 and 25 fps are found. Since a previous location is usually
available, a frame rate of 15-30 fps is observed.

B. Augmented Reality Game

Playing with any kind of board game requires interaction
with game pieces. In traditional board games, board pieces
could be placed on the board or taken away from it. Virtual
board pieces or characters, in augmented or virtual board
games, may also be placed on the scene (creation), removed
from it (deletion), or modified, for example by moving them
or by transforming them in a way which may be impossible
in the real world such as scaling. There are various ways
to realize such creation or modification actions in virtual
or augmented reality. In this research, we are investigating
whether gestures are suitable for these basic interactions and
in which way. We look at “drawing gestures” to create objects
and “transformation gestures” to translate them.

To evaluate our interaction approach, we developed a game
in which the interactions rely on pen tracking. The board game
consists of a grid of tiles (3 × 3) shown on top of a detected
marker, see Fig. 2. We use three basic shapes in the form of a
sphere, a pyramid or a cube. Besides these shapes, a tile can
also be empty. All tiles, including the empty ones, receive a
randomly assigned texture; red, blue or orange. The goal of
the game is to form a “matching group” in which three or
more objects have the same shape, either in the same row or
column. When such a group is found, the objects are removed
from the board and new ones are added. Points are received for
these matching groups and double points are given when all
objects have the same color. At the beginning, random shapes
are placed with randomly assigned colors.

When there are no more possible moves, the game ends.
In this case, performing a drawing gesture or swapping two
tiles does not lead to the formation of a matching group. The
user can reset the board with new random objects to start a
new game. This also leads to a reset of the obtained points,

only the high score is saved which is update when a higher
score is obtained.

C. Implementation

The implementation makes use of several open-source
libraries. Vuforia [14] is used to capture a frame and when it
contains a highly textured marker, its position and orientation
relative to the camera are determined. Based on this, a view
matrix is created. The captured frame is passed to an image
processing class which is used for the pen tracking and makes
use of OpenCV [15] to detect the tip. Detected gestures are
used to create new objects or manipulate existing ones. Finally,
the board with the present objects is drawn based on the created
view matrix using OpenGL ES 1.1 [16].

D. Gesture Interaction

To have a clear distinction between the manipulation and
creation of objects, we use two different modes. In “switching
mode”, two adjacent tiles can be switched while in “drawing
mode” a new shape can be added on an empty tile. By default,
the game starts in switching mode.

The found location of the pen tip is converted to coordi-
nates of the grid first and tested against the locations of the
tiles. Doing this, allows us to determine whether a tile should
be selected. A selection occurs if the pen is held above a tile
for at least 5 frames (approximately 0.15 − 0.25 seconds).
When a tile is selected, a blue border is shown around it as
shown in Fig. 2.

Swapping of two tile is done by first selecting one tile,
followed by performing a transformation gesture. During this
gesture, the user moves the pen from the selected tile to an
adjacent tile in horizontal or vertical direction followed by
moving it back towards the first tile. A move back towards
the start location has to be performed to confirm the selection
and prevent false interactions. When the second tile is not
adjacent, the first one gets deselected. A schematic view of
the transformation gesture is presented in Fig. 3. If two tiles
are swapped and a matching group is created, the shapes are
removed and the board is update. Otherwise, the swapped
objects return back towards their starting locations. It is not
allowed to swap empty tiles, only tiles which contain shapes
can be moved.

To place a new object on the board, the user first selects an
empty tile followed by a drawing gesture. The creation of a
sphere, pyramid or cube is achieved by creating a circular,
triangular or square gesture. An overview of all possible
drawing gestures is shown in Fig. 4. Users are allowed to add
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(a) Circular gesture to create a sphere (b) Triangular gesture to create a pyramid (c) Square gesture to create a cube

Fig. 4: Drawing gestures which can be used to create new virtual objects after an empty tile is selected and the application
switched towards a drawing state.

any of the possible shapes since they could be used during a
successive action.

The pen trace is created from tracked pen tip locations
and is used to recognize the gestures. We limit the maximal
length of the trace to 70 frames which is approximately 2 − 5
seconds. A longer trace allows slower movement but increases
the change of false interactions and blocks parts of the board.
On the other hand, a limited amount of points require fast
drawing and thus skill.

If the trace crosses itself, the created closed shape is used
for the gesture recognition. Based on the stored templates, a
perfect shape for each gesture, a nearest neighbor matching
occurs. To allow scale and position invariance, the drawn
shape is normalized and matched with the dimensions of the
stored templates. If the closest template is below a predefined
threshold, a gesture is recognized, otherwise, the game returns
to the switching mode.

When a gesture is recognized, the corresponding shape
is placed on the selected empty tile in the color which was
assigned to it. A test is performed to see if a matching group
is formed and the board needs to be updated with new shapes
or empty tiles. In case of no matching group, the game returns
to the switching mode and the created object can be used to
create a matching group.

IV. USER STUDY SETUP

To evaluate our proposed interaction technique, we set
up a controlled user study. The goal is to evaluate both the
feasibility and enjoyment. Objective data is captured to analyze
the performance of the used gestures. Subjective data is used
to analyze the user’s opinion and game experience.

The user study is split in two parts, both consisting of
two tasks. To evaluate the influence of a visual trace, in one
part visual feedback is shown while the other does not display
the trace. In the first task of each part, a predefined set of
transformation and drawing gestures had to be performed with
a fixed amount of attempts. From captured data, we evaluate
the feasibility and gesture recognition performance. During
the second task, the user played the game for a couple of
minutes followed by filling in a questionnaire to rate the game
experience.

A. Experimental setup

Since our interaction technique uses gestures, the user
needs to be able to perform these properly. Due to heavily
image processing, usually a lag between movement and being
visual on screen is noticed (approximately 17 − 32 millisec-
onds). However, since we require the processing some lag is
unavoidable while it could influence the interaction behavior.
We hypothesize that visual feedback on the tracked locations
and thus the created gesture, could help the user’s performance.
If for example the user want to draw a square gesture but
the visualization shows a different shape, the user can alter
their movement. We chose a trace visualization in which the
tracked pen location is bright blue and previous detections fade
to white with a decreasing width, see Fig. 2.

Since our experiment is split in two parts, both with and
without visible trace, trace is a within-subject variable. We
further hypothesized that a learning effect could occur by being
more experienced due to playing for a longer period of time.
On the other hand, we hypothesize that a shown visualization
during the first part could improve the overall performance of
the users. To evaluate this hypothesis, half of the users started
with a visual trace while the other half started without it.

We also investigate the influence of the used device. This
is achieved by using an Asus MeMOPad Smart tablet (10.1
inch display, 1280x800 pixels resolution, 5MP camera), a
HTC Nexus 9 (8.9 inch display, 2048x1536 pixels resolution,
8MP camera) and an Asus Nexus 7 (2013) (7 inch display,
1920x1200 pixels resolution, 5MP camera). Participants were
able to choose the used device. However, the Nexus 7 was only
used when three participants were present due to the smaller
size and longer processing time.

B. Participants

A total of 25 users (20 male, 5 female), at ages from 21 to
27 years (average 23.16 years) participated in our user study.
Only 10 users had experience with AR to some extend. The
majority of the users (23) were right-handed and none of them
had any relevant knowledge about the subject or focus of this
study when they started.

The sessions were conducted with up to three participants
at the same time for practical reasons. When multiple users
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were present at the same time, the different tasks were syn-
chronized. Since the users had to play the game for a couple of
minutes, we hoped for a competition between the participants
and thus higher scores. Beside the competition, participants can
discuss with each other which might result in more relevant
feedback.

C. Procedure

To have equal conditions for all participants, the ex-
periments took place on the same location with controlled
external conditions. During the experiment, users are sitting
comfortably on a chair in front of a table on which a highly
textured marker is placed. In front of the marker, a tablet is
placed on a stand which captures the marker and uses it to
display the virtual objects properly. Gestures are created by
moving a pen with a pink tip behind the device where it is
captured by the device’s camera.

An introduction talk explained the game and the used inter-
action techniques to the participant first. Then, all participants
were assigned whether they started with or without having a
visual trace. When multiple users were present, all of them
had the same starting condition.

To make sure all users have the same preconditions, the
participants first had to perform a tutorial. They were asked to
perform the transformation gesture two times and all drawing
gestures (circle, triangle and square) one time. For the drawing
gestures, a maximum of five attempts could be used to create
the desired shape. During the tutorial, no data was captured.

After that, the user had to perform the transformation
gesture six times during which objective data is captured. To
ensure that similar data is captured for all participants, we
made use of a predefined set of objects. Using this set, only
one successful transformation leads to a matching group. The
next step focused on the creation of new objects using drawing
gestures. Each shape had to be performed two times, leading
to a total of nine drawing gestures. In this case, only one
possible drawing gesture would form a matching group and
no successful transformation gestures were possible. When
the wrong shape was detected, the user had to perform the
drawing gesture again. Again, a maximal of five attempts
was allowed, otherwise the drawing gesture failed and the
experiment continued.

Next, the users were asked to play a game with random
objects for five minutes in which the goal was to reach a high
score. However, the score was not displayed. This was done to
prevent communication with other participants about it. Also,
users could pay attention to the score which might influence
the interaction and possibly the given ratings. When there was
no possible move, the user could reset the board to start with
new random objects. After these five minutes, the first part of
the questionnaire was filled in.

After filling in the first part of the questionnaire, the users
performed the same tasks using the other trace condition,
either with or without trace. Again, the user performed the
transformation and drawing gestures followed by playing the
game for five minutes. Next, the remainder of the questionnaire
is filled in. Finally, an informal interview was held to ask for
a motivation about the given ratings and focus on the positives
and negatives of the game and interaction technique.

D. Measures

To evaluate whether users can handle our interaction tech-
nique, we computed the percentage of correctly performed
transformation and drawing gestures. These are obtained from
the stored data since we knew which gesture had to be per-
formed. Besides the percentage of correct performed gestures,
the required frames for the gesture were stored as well. When
less points were necessary, it is possible to conclude that a
user became more experienced. In addition to this, a neutral
observer took notes about special observations, interaction
problems, etc.

Besides the objective data, subjective data is captured from
a questionnaire. After each condition, they were asked to rate
some statements regarding the game experience and level of
control for both gestures. Since the drawing gestures consists
of three different shapes, we also asked them about the level
of control related to the individual shapes. After finishing the
second trace condition and second part of the questionnaire, we
asked them to compare the two trace conditions. Statements re-
garding the game experience and level of control were included
in which they had to rate whether the experience became
worse or improved. We also asked them if any discomfort was
experienced during the experiment.

Finally, notes are taken from given feedback during the
informal interviews. We are mainly interested in the user’s
opinion regarding positive aspects and possible improvement.

V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The experiment took around 30–45 minutes per group,
depending on the present participants. While the users had to
choose the used device, the Nexus 7 is only used when three
users were present at the same time. The reason for this was to
benefit from the larger display and the faster processing time
of the other devices. In total, the Nexus 7 was used 5 times,
the Nexus 9, 7 times and the Asus MeMOPad Smart 13 times.

In this section, we discuss the captured objective and
subjective data. To evaluate whether significant differences
are found, we have used a paired t-test or repeated measures
ANOVA with a confidence level p = 0.05. Since the user
study consist of two parts, the differences between these
two parts (part one and two) are evaluated to see whether a
learning effect is noticeable. We also look at the presence of
significant differences between with and without having a trace
and the order of having and not having the visual trace. The
performance of the transformation gestures are obtained by
looking at made gestures which did not lead to a successful
matching group combined with the correct performed ones.
During the drawing gestures, we match the recognized shape
with the desired shape since only one proper shape could
be created. Also, a maximum of five attempts was allowed,
otherwise the created shape failed.

A. Gesture performance: transformation gestures

Every participant finished all transformation gestures suc-
cessfully. However, if we look at the performance measures
in the first column of Table I, the percentage of correct
transformation gestures is on average 67.07% which is rather
low. This is especially caused by the low performance in the
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TABLE I: Average percentage of correctly performed gestures
over all participants, tasks and trials

Translation gestures Drawing gestures
Part 1 60.08 67.12

Part 2 74.06 76.53

Average 67.07 71.57

With trace 66.40 72.12

Without trace 67.74 71.01

first part of the user study in which the participants are using
the interaction technique for the first time. Also, some users
performed the transformation gesture on two objects which did
not lead to a matching group. A wrong gesture could also be
detected when the user moved the pen due to gripping. When
we compare performance of the first with the second part of
the user study, an improvement of 13.98% is shown.

Looking at the results with and without trace from the left
column of Table I, the performance differences are small with
a difference of 1.34%. We hypothesized that the presence of
a visual trace might influence the performance and especially
leads to faster learning when it is shown during the first part.
Table II first column, shows the results of changing the order of
having and not having a visual trace. To investigate whether a
learning effect as well as an influence of the trace is noticeable,
we perform a repeated measures ANOVA with part being
repeated variable and trace order (trace in first or second part)
as between-subject variable. Dependent variable is the average
percentage of correct transformation gestures. A significant
effect from the part is shown F (1, 23) = 23.544, p < 0.001
while no significant effect was found caused by the order or
presence of a trace. While there is a significant improvement
within the used order and thus a learning effect, the results
between the two orders are rather similar with a difference of
3.67%. Overall, participants perform 2.9 − 4.4% better when
they start with a visible trace instead of without. However, the
main reason of a better performance seems to be caused by
the presence of a learning effect.

TABLE II: Average percentage of correctly performed gestures
when the order of with and without trace is altered. The top
part starts without trace and is performed by 12 users while
the bottom part starts with trace and is performed by 13 users.

Translation gestures Drawing gestures
Without trace 58.58 65.09

With trace 71.75 75.79

Average 65.16 70.15

Translation gestures Drawing gestures
With trace 61.46 69.03

Without trace 76.19 77.23

Average 68.83 72.90

B. Gesture performance: drawing gestures

The drawing gestures were not completed successfully by
all participants. In total, one person failed the triangle and
two failed the square drawing gesture. They all started without
having a trace and successfully performed the gestures while

having a visual trace. Table I, right column, shows the average
results from the drawing gestures and Table II, right column,
shows the average percentage of correct gestures in which the
order differs.

Again, we performed a repeated measures ANOVA with
part and trace order as independent variables. Dependent vari-
able is the average percentage of correct performed drawing
gestures. Again, a significant improvement between the two
parts is noticed F (1, 23) = 4.867, p < 0.05. An increase in
performance of 9.41% is shown and thus the presence of a
learning effect. If we look at the results with and without hav-
ing a trace, no significant effect is shown since the difference
is only 1.11%. The influence of the order did not proved to
be significant either. Similar to the transformation gestures,
the performance are rather similar with a better performance
of 2.75% when starting with a visual trace. Also a better
performance for the individual parts is shown when the user
starts with having a trace which turned out to be 1.4 − 3.9%
higher.

TABLE III: Average percentage of correctly performed draw-
ing gestures over all participants, tasks and trials

Circle Triangle Square
Part 1 89.29 69.01 52.17

Part 2 83.33 89.29 62.50

Average 86.21 77.95 56.98

With trace 92.59 75.76 56.82

Without trace 80.65 80.33 57.14

If we look at the individual shapes, see Table III, the best
performance is shown for the circle and the worst performance
while drawing a square. A performance improvement for
the triangle and square is observed between the first and
second part. This is especially noticeable for the triangle which
improves with 20.28% during the second part. On the other
hand, a decrease in performance of 5.96% is shown for the
circular gesture. This is caused by the users who started with
a visual trace, followed by not having the visualization. During
the second part, over all 13 participants, a total of seven
additional attempts were required compared to only one during
the first part.

Similar results are shown when we look at the performance
with and without having a trace. The circle proved to be
11.94% better while having a visual trace. Both other shapes
showed similar results with differences of 4.57% or 0.32% for
respectively the triangle and square.

To analyze the effect of the learning effect and trace, we
performed a repeated measures ANOVA for each shape. Again,
part and trace are the independent variables and the percentage
correctly performed gestures was the dependent variable. None
of the results proved to be significantly different. Looking at
the largest difference, from the triangle, a marginal improve-
ment is shown between the first and second part F (1, 23) =
3.762, p = 0.065. We notice better performance without trace
for the triangle and square while the circle benefits from the
trace. When we look at the difference in order, the trend of
no significant differences is shown again which is similar with
the results from Table II.
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C. Different devices

Since we have used three different devices, the required
frames to create the drawing gestures show a difference. The
Nexus 7 and Asus MeMOPad Smart show rather similar results
with averages of 145 and 169 frames. An average of 308
frames is required while using the Nexus 9, which is a lot
higher. This can be explained by the fact of having better
hardware and thus faster image processing. When the users
moves the pen around, the Nexus 9 processes more captured
frames which leads to the higher value.

TABLE IV: Average percentage of correctly performed ges-
tures per device, over all participants, tasks and trials

Transformation gestures Drawing gestures
Nexus 7 73.84 70.24

Nexus 9 52.11 65.35

Asus MeMOPad Smart 69.47 77.11

On the other hand, the Nexus 9 showed the worst perfor-
mance as presented in Table IV. This is especially caused by
two participants who performed 12 and 15 incorrect transla-
tions and required more attempts during the drawing gestures
as well. The best performances for the transformation gestures
are shown when the Nexus 7 is used while the Asus MeMOPad
Smart shows the best results for the drawing gestures. Overall,
the performance of the used devices does not prove to be too
different.

D. Questionnaire

The results from the questionnaire are used to evaluate the
user experience during the performance of the gestures. We
specifically focus on the game experience and level of control
while having or not having a visual trace.

TABLE V: Average game experience over all participants

With trace Without trace
Overall 4.52 4.76

Transformation gestures 4.88 5.16

Drawing gestures 3.96 3.72

The average ratings on a scale between 1 and 7, are shown
in Table V. Overall, users rated the game experience with an
average of 4.64. If we look at the game experience with and
without having a trace, a small difference of 0.24 is noticeable
which is not significant t(24) = 0.672, p = 0.508. Similar
results are shown for the transformation gesture and drawing
gestures, with differences of respectively 0.28 and 0.24. How-
ever, the transformation gestures is slightly preferred without
trace while the drawing gestures prefers a visual trace. Looking
at the transformation and drawing gestures, again no significant
effect from the trace is noticed. The users prefer making a
translation gesture over a drawing gesture which is shown by
a paired t-test on the averages for transformation and drawing
gestures over both trace conditions t(24) = 5.788, p < 0.001.

If we look at the level of control during the different
gestures this trend continues, see Table VI. When we combine
the level of control during the transformation gesture with the

performance values, the observations of a limited influence
from the trace are shown. A higher level of control is observed
while performing the transformation gestures compared with
the drawing gestures. The transformation gesture is rated
significantly higher, as shown by a paired t-test t(24) =
7.462, p < 0.001. Based on these findings, we can conclude
that the drawing gestures are found more difficult. Looking at
the individual shapes, again no significant differences related to
the trace are noticed. Differences between the different shapes
are noticeable and show the best level of control for the circle
and worst for the square. These values show similar results
from the performance values in Table III since a lower level
of control is likely to cause more mistakes and thus a worse
performance. Having a higher level of control is likely to lead
to a better performance due to less mistakes.

TABLE VI: Average level of control over all participants

With trace Without trace
Transformation gestures 5.48 5.28

Drawing gestures 3.56 3.24

Circle 4.76 4.92

Triangle 4.04 4.28

Square 3.28 2.92

E. Discomfort and informal interview

From the 25 participants, 8 experienced some discomfort
while performing the user study. Most of them mentioned
discomfort related to their arm, became tired or felt heavy.
These results were noticed because they did not place their
arm on the table but instead kept it unsupported in mid-air.
The placement of the camera also caused these results, mostly
with right-handed users. Especially the Nexus 9 and Nexus
7 showed this discomfort due to having the camera on the
top left. This causes the user to have some difficulty with
interactions on the left side when the device is placed in the
tablet stand.

During the informal interview, most participants said that
they enjoyed the proposed interaction technique. On the other
hand, remarks about the trace being distracted were given
frequently. This is mainly caused by the fact of having a long
trace which fades slow. Due to having a long trace, a large part
of the board is blocked and thus distracting while performing
the transformation gestures. During the performance of the
drawing gestures, users tend to watch the trace and thus move
slower instead of focusing on the creation of the gesture with
faster movements. Overall the majority of the users preferred
the implementation without trace over having a visual trace.

False recognitions lead to frustrations for some participants.
To overcome this issue, users suggested to add an undo button
or even a pop-up dialog in which the recognized shaped needs
to be confirmed. Also, they suggested to display a cursor on
the last recognized location instead of having a visual trace.
This allows the user to see the detected point while not having
the blocked board or being distracted.

F. Discussion

If we combine the performance, results of the questionnaire
and the feedback from the informal interview, the majority of
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the users seemed to have enjoyed our interaction technique.
Users are able to perform the gestures properly after having
some training and improve over time.

Differences between the transformation and drawing ges-
tures are found. Overall, the drawing gestures are rather hard
to make, especially the performance of square gestures. This
causes some frustration when the wrong shape is recognized.
The level of control is the lowest for the square gesture and
it might be preferred to include gestures which are easy to
perform.

Our findings did not show a significant influence from
a visualization in contrast with the presented results of the
Ripples system [13]. However, users benefit from learning our
proposed interaction technique when they first use it with a
visualization. Feedback proved that the found location of the
tip is helpful, especially since we use the center of the tip.
On the other hand, the shown trace blocks parts of the board,
which they found distracting.

While no significant influence from the trace is shown,
differences in the obtained scores are found. On average, a
score of 400 is obtained with a visual trace compared to 595
without trace. However, since the game is played using random
objects and resetting the board also resets the score, it is hard
to make a clear conclusion from these values.

The game experience and level of control per device are not
evaluated due to the limited data for some devices. We expect
that a limited lag between performance of a gesture and being
shown on the display is preferred. This is achieved by having
better hardware and we expect an increase in game experience
and probably also increased level of control. However, future
work will have to prove whether this is noticeable.

VI. CONCLUSION

Our research investigates a novel gesture-based augmented
reality interaction approach. Using pen tracking, the user can
create gestures to interact with virtual objects. To evaluate
our interaction approach, we implemented a proof-of-concept
game in which existing objects can be moved or new ones
can be created using respectively transformation and drawing
gestures. A user study is performed to evaluate both the
performance of the gesture recognition and subjective ratings
of game experience and level of control.

Participants were able to correctly perform the imple-
mented gestures after having some training with an average
performance of 70% correct. Since it is a new technique,
users need to get used to it before they are able to properly
perform the possible gestures. A significant learning effect is
found which increased the recognition of the transformation
and drawing gestures with respectively 13.98% and 9.41%.
The increase in performance is shown within 30−45 minutes
and from this, we expect a further increase when the interaction
technique is used for a longer period of time. Looking at the
individual drawing gestures, the circle, triangle and square
are recognized with average accuracies of 86.21%, 77.95%
and 56.98% respectively. From this, we can conclude that
gestures with easy shapes lead to a better performance. Using
a trace visualization did not show a significant effect on the
performance.

The subjective data showed that the overall game experi-
ence was rated with a 4.64 on a scale between 1 and 7. Overall,
they seemed to have enjoyed the interaction in which some
frustration regarding false recognition is observed. Performing
a translation gesture is preferred over the drawing gestures
and resulted in a higher rating for both enjoyment and level of
control. Results from the individual shapes show similar results
as the performance, with the highest rating for the circular and
lowest for the square gesture. Again, the used gestures are
important to achieve higher enjoyment and better handling.

To aid the user and provide feedback, we have used a
situation in which a trace visualization is shown and a different
one without it. The results from the performance and subjective
data did not show any significant influence caused by the
displayed visualization. However, given feedback proved that
most of the user did not like the trace since it blocks part of
the view and is distracting. On the other hand, some kind of
feedback is appreciated to see the tracked point and the current
state of the application.

We are motivated by the positive reactions from the partic-
ipants of the experiment. The analysis of the performance and
given feedback helps us to improve the recognition accuracy
as well as the game experience. Shown feedback can help
users to improve the drawn gestures while it should not distract
them during the gesture drawing. Since we tracked the center
of the tip, feedback helps them to see the tracked location.
On the other hand, improving the pen tracking by locating
the extremity of the tip instead of the center will most likely
improve the game experience and level of control. Since our
proposed interaction technique is created with combining real
game pieces and virtual ones in mind, a novel game should
show the real advantages. Future work will have to show
whether these improvements will improve the handling and
enjoyment of this interaction technique.
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Appendix A

Mobile augmented reality game using
gesture-based interactions

This appendix contains additional details regarding the developed proof-of-concept game. We elab-
orate the used libraries, some adjustments to improve the performance as well as improvements
based on given feedback from the user study.

A.1 Used libraries

In addition to the details presented in the scientific paper (Section III-C, page 7), an overview of
the used libraries is shown in Figure A.1. We have combined Vuforia, OpenCV and OpenGL ES
with our own created code which takes care of updating the board and score, gesture recognition
and additional required functionalities. The gray box represents our own created code.

Figure A.1: Overview of the implementation and the used libraries.
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For the augmented reality, we chose to use Vuforia version 3.0.9, the AR SDK from Qualcomm.
This SDK is written in C/C++ and allows robust tracking of a highly textured marker even when
it is partially occluded. Vuforia captures the camera frame first. In case of a present marker, the
correct view matrix is computed using a default function from Vuforia.

To track the pen, we have to perform different image processing tasks. First, we convert the
captured frame to the HSV (Hue, Saturation and Value) color space. The frame is captured in the
RGB (Red, Green and Blue) color space which is influenced by lighting conditions. To overcome
this, we use HSV which is illumination invariant. Next, we perform a threshold using predefined
minimal and maximal HSV values corresponding to the pink cap. This operation results in a binary
image in which pixels belonging to the pink cap are white and all others are black. The benefit
of this operation is increasing the performance since following operations only involve one color
channel instead of three. Next, to remove potential noise we perform an erosion. We then look
for contours in the obtained binary image and search the largest which belongs to the pink cap.
Finally, we find the center of the largest contour using central moments. This location is the tracked
location and is used as input for the gesture drawing. We have performed these operations with
OpenCV which contains many optimized functions to improve the performance. OpenCV is an
open source computer vision library which is commonly used for implementations including image
processing tasks in real-time. For our implementation, we have used the OpenCV4Android version
2.4.9.

Finally, to display everything, we have used OpenGL ES 1.1. The present objects are shown
at the correct locations using the created view matrix from Vuforia. On top of the objects, the
trace visualization is shown from the tracked locations.

A.2 Performance

Since our implementation is done on a mobile device, in our case a tablet, performance is an im-
portant factor. While we heavily rely on image processing tasks, the processing time needs to be
as limited as possible to allow real-time interactions. Based on our (old) initial implementation we
concluded that the performance had to be increased. A frame rate of 5 − 10 fps was found which
does not allow real-time interactions. We therefore improved our implementation, leading to the
frame rates shown in the scientific paper (15 − 30 fps).

An overview of the used image processing steps together with their processing time in millisec-
onds is presented in Table A.1. Looking at the individual steps, the major improvement is found
by changing the noise reduction. In our initial implementation, an opening was used which is an
image processing operation consisting of an erosion followed by a dilation. The improved version
only makes use of an erosion and thus decreases the used time by 11.43 − 15.47msec for respectively
the Asus MeMOPad Smart and Nexus 7.

In addition, we decreased the processing time of the Asus MeMOPad Smart by resizing the captured
frame. The frame decreases from 1280×720 towards 640×360 pixels. While resizing requires on
average 10.99msec, an improvement of 44.59msec is found in the remaining steps. A total improve-
ment of 59% (33.60msec) is achieved for the Asus MeMOPad Smart. The Nexus 7 already captures
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frames at 640×480 pixels, therefore we do not have to resize it. An increase in processing time is
noticed for the contour operations due to having more objects in the captured frame. Overall, the
performance for the Nexus 7 is improved by 33% (14.05msec).

Table A.1: Required processing time in msec per device. A performance increase is achieved by
performing some steps different or by resizing the captured frame.

Nexus 7
(old)

Nexus 7
(improved)

MeMOPad
Smart (old)

MeMOPad
Smart

(improved)

Transform to HSV 9.93 8.98 22.06 5.15

Apply threshold 8.29 8.04 18.25 3.71

Noise reduction 23.10 7.63 12.96 1.53

Locate region of interest 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01

Find and sort contours 1.43 3.99 3.46 1.84

Moments 0.04 0.09 0.10 0.07

Locate pen tip 0.03 0.05 0.08 0.03

Resize captured frame - - - 10.99

Total 42.83 28.78 56.94 23.34

A.3 Revised implementation

Based on feedback from the user study, we have revised our implementation. In addition, some mi-
nor adjustments are included to make the game look more appealing. The revised implementation
serves as a demo to illustrate the potential and usefulness of our interaction approach.

When the game starts, the user selects which hand will hold the pen. Based on the pressed button
(left or right hand), the tracking algorithm is altered to find the tip either on the right or left side of
the frame. Next, a tutorial is presented to show the different gestures which includes animations to
clarify the used ones. If a user is familiar with the gestures, the tutorial can be skipped to play the
game immediately. When the tutorial is finished, an options menu is shown in which the user can
select the displayed visualization, a visible cursor or a trace respectively. We have included different
levels to make the game more challenging. The first levels only allow transformation gestures while
later ones will include both transformation and drawing gestures. Figure A.2 shows a flowchart
from our developed game. During the user study no scores were displayed to prevent possible dis-
traction. In our revised implementation, the obtained score is displayed to the user together with
the progress of the current level which is shown by a circular bar. The current level is displayed as
well.
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Figure A.2: Flowchart of created game.

Besides these changes, the following aspects are changed based on given feedback from the user
study:

• Track tip of pen instead of center of colored cap

• “Mixed mode”:

– Transformation gesture: Show only a cursor instead of the trace visualization

– Drawing gesture: Show a trace during tutorial and only a cursor while playing the levels

A comparison of the old and new visualization is shown in Figure A.3. The old version is shown in
Figure A.3a, in which the center of the pink cap is tracked and a trace is shown which fades over
time. Figure A.3b presents the revised version in which the tip of the pen is tracked and only a
“cursor” is shown instead of the trace. Having a trace visualization instead of a cursor is possible
by changing settings in the options menu. However, the trace will start at the tip of the pen instead
of at the pink cap’s center.
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(a) Old visualization: A trace which starts in the center of pink cap.

(b) New visualization: Only a cursor at the tip of the used pen.

Figure A.3: Different pen tracking and visualization styles.
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Appendix B

Pilot study

This appendix contains details from the performed pilot study. We first look at the motivation
of this study followed by the setup which covers the procedure, used devices and taken measures.
Next, we look at the results and analysis of the captured data and given feedback.

B.1 Motivation

To evaluate whether users are able to use our proposed interaction technique, we performed a
small informal pilot study. The main goal was to test whether users were able to interact with the
application under different conditions and whether they enjoyed the game experience. Moreover,
we wanted to evaluate the potential and possible issues or limitations of our technique since it
was only tested by us. Since we performed a small feasibility study, 5 users (ages 23 - 27) partic-
ipated. Most of them were students from the computer science program or had interests in this area.

Figure B.1: Overview of the setup during the pilot study.
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B.2 Experimental setup

During the experiments, users were sitting comfortably in front of a table on which a highly textured
marker was placed. An overview of the experimental setup is shown in figure B.1. A text marker
with a pink cap was tracked by the device’s camera and used to create the different gestures. To
evaluate the influence of visual feedback on the user’s interaction behavior, a trace consisting of
maximal 40 visible points was displayed. Since the device might have an influence as well, we have
used an Asus MeMOPad Smart (10.1 inch display, 1280×800 pixels resolution, 5MP camera) and an
Asus Nexus 7 (2013) (7 inch display, 1920×1200 pixels resolution, 5MP camera). We also evaluate
the influence of holding the device or placing it on a tablet stand.

B.3 Procedure

An introduction talk explained the game and the used interaction techniques to the participant first.
Throughout the experiment, a set of predefined objects was used. This assures similar conditions
for all participants in which only one possible transformation or drawing gesture leads to forming
a group of three similar shaped objects. Performing a gesture on different objects was possible but
did not lead to a matching group and thus not being able to proceed with the next task.

The experiments were split into two steps to focus on the transformation and drawing gestures.
In the first step, users could only perform a transformation gesture to swap two items and in total
nine actions had to be performed. The second step focused on the creation of objects using drawing
gestures. Each shape (circle, triangle and square) had to be performed three times, also leading
to a total of nine actions. In this case, only one possible drawing gesture could be used to form a
matching group and no successful transformation gestures were possible.

To test our interaction method under different conditions, we want to evaluate the influence of a
visible trace visualization, using a stand and using a smaller device. The following conditions were
performed on the Asus MeMOPad Smart. First, the tablet was placed on a stand and a visible trace
visualization was shown followed by a condition in which the tablet again placed on the stand but
without having a trace visualization. Combining the interaction behavior with the user’s remarks
and opinion allows us to evaluate whether an influence is noticeable from using a trace visualization.

Next, the trace was shown again but the user was not allowed to use the tablet stand. This
condition is used to evaluate the influence of a tablet stand combined with possibly experienced
discomfort. Finally, to test the influence of a smaller device, the user had to perform the two steps
on the Nexus 7. Since the weight of the Nexus 7 is less than the Asus MeMOPad Smart, the users
were not allowed to use the stand and thus had to hold the device. Also, a visible trace was shown
again.

B.4 Measures

Notes were taken related to the recognized shapes, interaction technique, interaction problems, etc.
Since our goal was to have an informal feasibility evaluation, further objective data was not captured
during the pilot study. Subjective data was obtained by using a small questionnaire in which we
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focus on the ease of use, level of control and usability. Finally, an informal interview was held with
each of the participants to gather feedback about our interaction technique. Moreover, they were
asked for positive and negative aspects to improve the implementation.

B.5 Results and Analysis

In this section, we discuss the results and analysis based on the feedback and notes taken during the
experiments. We also discuss the major findings from the informal interviews with the participants.

B.5.1 Transformation and drawing gestures

All participants succeeded the transformation gesture tasks which some found more difficult than
others. Since none of the participants ever used a similar interaction technique, an often heard
comment was “I have to get used to it”. A comparison of two different interaction styles is shown in
Figure B.2. The technique from Figure B.2a allows more precise interactions. Small pen movements
lead to minor changes of the shown trace. Having the marker closer towards the camera results in a
bigger visible area, see Figure B.2b. In this case, small movements of the pen lead to large changes
of the visual trace. This also changes the interaction behavior. Moreover, the paper marker becomes
occluded. If the text marker is held even closer to the camera, it cannot be found any more which
leads to the disappearance of the virtual objects. Most users got used to the interaction method by
increasing the distance from the camera while others continued to use the small distance.

(a) Text marker at a distance from camera. (b) Text marker close to camera.

Figure B.2: Different ways of holding the text marker in front of the camera.

The drawing gestures were found challenging at first, especially when a square had to be created.
A circle was the easiest shape and a triangle was also rather easy. Remarks like “nearly impossible”
and “frustrating” were mentioned related to the drawing of a square in the first attempt. Since
the shape needs to be drawn with only 40 points, one participant called it a vicious circle since the
last points already disappeared without having a closed shape. This results in drawing the same
part over and over again without having a successful shape which is recognized. However, after
some attempts, they did all succeed to draw the correct shapes. Some users got confused when an
incorrect recognition occurred. This was especially noticeable when the created shape looked rather
perfect but a square was recognized as a circle due to having round corners. These false recognition
also caused the experienced frustration.
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Not having the visual trace “scared” some users at first but when they did use it for a couple
of seconds, their opinion changed and they were able to interact properly. They had to get used
to not having a trace visualization and test on which point the text marker was being tracked.
For the transformation gestures, no real changes in moving behavior were noticeable and they all
succeeded every task. A change in behavior and drawing abilities was shown during the creation of
new objects, using the drawing gestures. Overall, the shapes were drawn better which caused better
recognitions to occur. Some created much larger shapes while others moved way faster compared
to the situation with a visual trace. Since there was no trace, the users did not see what they drew
so the issue with false recognitions was not noticeable that much.

When the users were not allowed to use a stand, they first had to find a way to hold the tablet.
Often heard comments included “It is hard to keep the tablet stable” and “It is shaking very much”.
Every user was able to perform the transformation gesture tasks correctly and no real changes in
moving behavior was noticeable. The drawing gestures did not show much differences either. How-
ever, this could be explained by the fact of being more experience. At this point, the participants
have used the interaction technique for a longer period of time. As seen before, some confusion was
noticed since the trace was visible during this condition. A smaller device (Nexus 7) led to similar
results as shown while holding the Asus MeMOPad Smart. However, it was easier to hold the tablet
for a longer period of time due to the relatively light device. Again no real changes in moving and
gesture creating behavior was being observed.

B.5.2 Questionnaire and Informal interview

After the experiment, we asked the participants to fill in a questionnaire and performed an informal
interview with them to ask their opinion about the created interaction technique. Basic information
about the user’s age and experience with AR was taken from the questionnaire. Only two users
had some experience with AR while one did not know what AR was. In contrast with some of
the remarks during the experiment, the opinions were very optimistic and enthusiastic since it was
a new and fun way to play a game. Because of this, remarks like “a new experience” and “cool”
were mentioned. One person mentioned: “Nice to see what I have created”, after drawing a certain
gesture and added: “Touchscreen interactions would not lead to the same feeling”.

The questionnaire and given feedback showed that the performance of a transformation gestures
was found rather easy. This is noticed from comments like “Easy to understand without having a
lot of experience”. Drawing gestures were found more difficult and especially the square gesture.
However, everyone agreed that they did feel more in control after using it for a longer period of
time and found the gesture interaction approach a suitable way to interact with AR. The drawing
gestures benefit from not having a trace visualization which resulted in better recognitions and less
attempts to create the desired shape.

Since our current implementation requires a paper marker, most participants did not see many
people using our interaction technique in normal day life. After explaining them a possible applica-
tion in which, for example, a newspaper contains a unique marker every day, most of them did see
more potential. Related to the drawing gestures, the most often heard negative remark was “The
trace fades too fast”. During the user study a maximal amount of 40 points was used and since
some users were moving rather slow, this is limited. Increasing the number of traced points allows
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slower movements and the drawing gestures will benefit from it. However, while it is an easy fix to
have more points, we did not change the used points to have equal conditions for every participant.
Also remarks about latency, between moving the pen and being visible on screen, were mentioned
by multiple users. This is an issue which depends on the used device and required processing tasks.
One person suggested using a device with a better camera and processor to have more fluent motions
which could improve the usability.

B.5.3 Discussion

The study showed that all users were able to handle our interaction technique in a proper way after
having some experience. Transformation gestures are rather easy and drawing gestures depend
highly on the desired shape. Looking at the drawing gestures, squares are rather difficult to draw
due to the limited amount of points which can be used. On the other hand, circles and triangles
are rather easy to draw. Based on these findings, we decided to include more points during the user
study. However, the maximal points has to be limited to prevent accidental crossings of the trace
which cause incorrect recognitions.

During the pilot study, everyone started with a visual trace, followed by not having the visualization.
The influence of a trace is noticeable and not having a visible trace leads to easier interactions and
better recognitions. However, the used order might have an influence on the interaction behavior
since users are more experienced during the second trace condition. Changing the order might result
in different observations. Because of this, the user study included the different orders to evaluate
whether an influence is noticeable.

Not using a stand or using a smaller device does not lead to much differences in interaction behavior.
On the other hand, since the user study was rather short, an influence of the “novelty factor” has to
be considered with the optimistic remarks. Conducting a user study in which users play the game
over a longer period of time might result in less optimistic results. For this reason, the user study
consisted of playing a game for a couple of minutes to evaluate this factor. Moreover, we did not
want to focus on the discomfort caused by holding the device, therefore the tablet was placed on a
stand during the user study.

We can also conclude that not all pens or text markers are suitable for this interaction method.
Since we have used a big text marker, a large part of the paper marker might be blocked. Especially
when the user holds the marker at a close distance from the camera. Based on these findings, a
smaller pen was used during the user study while still having a pink cap which is tracked. Overall,
the setup of the pilot study was good and therefore used again during the user study.
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Appendix C

User study - Additional results

The most important results are presented in the scientific paper (pages 9 − 12). This appendix
contains additional results related to the performance and questionnaire. We specifically focus on
the differences from changing the order, starting with or without trace respectively.

C.1 Performance

Based on the logged data, we were able to reconstruct drawn gestures from the participants. Typical
results from the drawing gestures are shown in Figure C.1. Since we used a board with predefined
objects, we were able to compare the detected shape with the desired one. This was used to calculate
the percentage of correct performed gestures. Figures C.1a, C.1b and C.1c show correct recognitions
of the desired shapes. On the other hand, recognized shapes which did not match the desired ones
are shown in Figures C.1d, C.1e and C.1f.

(a) Correct circular gesture. (b) Correct triangular gesture. (c) Correct square gesture.

(d) Incorrect circular gesture. (e) Incorrect triangular gesture. (f) Incorrect square gesture.

Figure C.1: Typical drawing gestures seen during the user study.
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The presented repeated measures ANOVA tests are performed by one of the supervisors. However,
if we perform a paired t-test on the data, similar results are shown. Looking at the performances
between the first and second part for the transformation gestures a significant difference is shown
by the repeated measures ANOVA (F (1, 23) = 23.544, p < 0.001). When we perform a paired t-test
on these values, (t(24) = 4.965, p < 0.001) also a significant improvement is shown. Similar results
are shown when we look at the results with and without trace which did not show a significant
difference (t(24) = 0.334, p = 0.741).

These observations continue when we look at the drawing gestures. A significant difference was
shown between the first and second part with a repeated measure ANOVA (F (1, 23) = 4.867, p <
0.05) and also from a paired t-test (t(24) = 2.239, p < 0.05). Again, no significant difference is
shown between the two trace conditions, with and without respectively, (t(24) = 0.198, p = 0.844).

Table C.1: Average percentage of correctly performed gestures when the order of with and without
trace is altered. The top part starts without trace and is performed by 12 users while the bottom
part starts with trace and is performed by 13 users.

Circle Triangle Square

Without trace 82.76 69.70 50.00

With trace 88.89 85.71 60.00

Average 85.71 77.05 54.76

Circle Triangle Square

With trace 96.30 68.42 54.17

Without trace 78.79 92.86 65.00

Average 86.67 78.79 59.09

Looking at the differences of starting with or without trace, the average results for the individual
shapes do not show much differences, see Table C.1. Overall, starting with visual trace leads to a
better performance of 0.96 − 4.33%. Despite a difference is shown within each shape, none of them
is significant. If we perform a paired t-test on the largest difference, the triangle starting with trace,
only a marginal learning effect is found (t(12) = 1.954, p = 0.074).

C.2 Questionnaire

Starting without instead of with trace results in a higher overall game experience as well as for
the implemented gestures, see Figure C.2. Looking at the results when the first part is performed
without trace (shown in orange), only a higher enjoyment is noticed while performing the drawing
gestures. On the other hand, starting with trace (shown in green), a slightly higher enjoyment is
observed when no visual trace is shown during the second part. The largest differences are found
from the drawing gestures in which improvements of 1.08 and 0.54 are shown for starting without
and with trace respectively. Overall, the transformation gesture is preferred over the drawing gesture
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and especially without having a trace visualization. This can be explained by the fact of being easier
to perform as mentioned by the majority of the participants.

Figure C.2: Average game experience when the order of with and without trace is altered. Values
over all participants who performed the given order, starting without or with trace respectively.

Looking at the experienced level of control, not many differences are shown for the transformation
gestures, see Figure C.3. On the other hand, regardless of the used order, the drawing gestures
showed improvements in the second part with values of 1.34 and 0.61 for starting without and with
trace respectively. If we combine these values with the game experience, higher enjoyment and
better level of control is noticed when users are more experienced during the second part. However,
a higher level of control is shown when the user starts without trace. A difference of 0.31 is shown
during the first part and 1.04 for the second.

Figure C.3: Average level of control when the order of with and without trace is altered. Values
over all participants who performed the given order, starting without or with trace respectively.

We also asked the participants to rate the experienced level of control for each shape and to rate
whether the created shape looked like the desired one (perfectness), see Figure C.4. Overall, the
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Figure C.4: Average level of control and shape perfectness for all individual drawing gesture shapes,
when the order of with and without trace is altered. Values over all participants who performed
the given order, starting without or with trace respectively.

ratings proved to be higher when a participant started without having a trace which continues the
trends from the game experience and level of control. Limited differences are found from the level
of control for each shape. However, a slight preference for a visible trace is noticed. Looking at the
subjective perfectness of each shape, a slight preference without trace is noticeable for the circle
and triangle. No clear preference was shown for the square gesture but a slightly better shape is
created during the second part in which the user is more experienced.

Finally, we asked the participants to compare both trace conditions and rate whether different
factors of the interaction technique became worse or better, see Figure C.5. Regardless of the order,
an improvement is found during the second part for most of the aspects. Especially those who
started without trace rated the second part higher compared with the first. The largest improve-
ment is found for the experienced level of control during the drawing gestures. Based on the values,
we can conclude that these users slightly prefer an implementation with visual trace. This confirms
the results of the game experience and level of control for the individual shapes. However, these
results are in contrast with the feedback from the informal interview which showed a preference of
not having a visual trace. Since there is no clear preference for with or without trace, the ratings
could be influenced due to being more experienced which leads to easier interactions. Looking at
the participants who started with trace, the level of control during the drawing gesture and espe-
cially the square gesture became slightly worse. Half of them rated an improvement during the
second part while the other half rated a decrease. Therefore, no clear explanation is found for this
observation.
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Figure C.5: Comparison between with and without visual trace. Values over all participants who
performed the given order, starting without or with trace respectively.
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Appendix D

Conclusions and future work

The main goal of this research was to evaluate the feasibility and usability of free-hand gestures for
mobile augmented reality interaction. We therefore looked at multiple sub-goals as stated in the
introduction (Chapter 1). The usability is evaluated by looking at possible ways of usage, ability
to learn the technique and enjoyment while using it. Since interactions occur in mid-air, we also
looked at the influence of provided visualizations.

To evaluate the feasibility and usefulness of the interaction approach we have developed a proof-
of-concept game. In this game, existing objects can be moved and new ones can be created using
respectively transformation and drawing gestures. The goal is to create groups of three or more
objects with the same shape and reach a high score based on earned points. We have performed a
pilot study which formed the basis of a formal user study to evaluated the feasibility and usability
of our interaction approach. During both studies, the user had to perform different tasks using our
developed game.

The pilot study proved the feasibility of our free-hand gesture-based interaction technique, showed
its potential and motivated us to continue with this approach. Results showed that all participants
enjoyed performing the different gestures. However, optimistic feedback might be influenced by the
fact of being a novel technique combined with performing it for a short period of time. Since we
gathered a limited amount of data by using only five participants, we were motivated to perform a
formal user study to objectively evaluate the performance and gain more insights from more par-
ticipants. From this user study, we have concluded that users are able to perform the implemented
gestures with an average performance of 70% correct. Moreover, the performance improves when
someone gets used to the technique. Based on this, we can conclude that users are able to handle our
proposed interaction technique properly after having some training. Visual feedback did not prove
to have a significant influence on the interaction behavior. However, some feedback is appreciated
to see the tracked location and the state of the application.

While the results suggest high potential, some limitations have to be considered. Based on these,
we recommend to make some changes for future work. First, the used libraries require a paper
marker which is captured by the device’s camera. When no marker is found or only a small part of
it, no objects are displayed. The possible usage in normal day life is limited since the user requires
to bring such a marker in order to play the game. A marker-less implementation suggests more po-
tential. However, the implementation requires changes which may be computationally heavy. Next,
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since the gestures are performed behind the device, a third of the users experienced some discomfort
while playing the game, mostly related to their arm. Since the approach is created to combine real
board pieces with virtual ones, this is an issue which is hard to overcome. Implementing a game
which combines our approach with real board pieces could show the real benefit of this technique
and possibly overcome some of the discomfort. Especially a turn-based multiplayer game allows
the user to rest their arm when it is a different player’s turn. Moreover, additional functionalities
could be achieved by adding different gestures. These could for example be used to scale or rotate
a virtual object. Another issue is the fact of having wrong recognitions during the creation of new
objects. The used gesture recognition technique requires improvements or a different approach to
obtain better results and limit the experienced frustration due to wrong recognitions. Currently,
the circle and triangle are recognized correctly in most cases while the square gesture is recognized
incorrect often. A possible solution could be having a different gesture matching approach instead
of the used nearest neighbor matching. Using different gestures might also be a solution in case of
shapes which do not resemble each other. Future work will have to prove whether these changes
will improve the handling and enjoyment of this approach.
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